
Micro economics 

 

Indifference curve 

Budget line:- 

Every consumer tries to reach higher and higher indifference curve to maximize his 

satisfaction. But he is not able to do so because of two reasons. First, he has to pay the price 

for goods, and second he has limited money income. So we need to introduce budget line 

which represents price of goods and  consumer’s income. 

Budget line is a line that shows different possible combinations of the two goods that can be 

purchased by a consumer, given his entire money income and market prices of goods. 

The equation of the budget line is – 

P1X1+ P2X2 = M 

P1 & P2 denotes price of goods X and Y. 

X1 and X2 denotes units of goods X and Y. 

Example:- let us consider a consumer who has a fixed amount of money equal to Rs. 100 to 

spend. Further suppose that he spends this money income on two commodities – X & Y, the 

market price of which are Rs. 20 per unit for X and Rs. 10 per unit for Y. 

On the basis of this information we can find th following combinations of X and Y that the 

consumer can purchase by spending his entire income: 

Combinations of two goods for consumer’s budget line 

Combinations Goods X Goods Y Total Expense in Rs. 

   (P1X1 + P2X2)= M 

A 0 10 20*0 + 10*10= 100 

B 1 8 20*1 + 10*8 = 100 

C 2 6 20*2 + 10* 6 = 100 

D 3 4 20*3 + 10*4 = 100 

E 4 2 20*4 + 10*2 = 100 

F 5 0 20*5 + 10*0 = 100 

 

Above table clearly shows that consumer may buy 6 different combinations of the two goods 

by spending his entire income. 

Prepare graph as per the data, I am sending a picture too. 

 



Buget Set And Budget Constraint 

Budget set consist of all possible combinations of two goods that a consumer can buy with 

his income and prevailing prices in the market. He can buy all those bundles of two goods 

that lie on or below the budget line. All these combinations are attainable. All those bundles 

of the two goods that lie on the budget line cost exactly to the consumer’s money income. 

And bundles that lie below the budget line cost less than the consumer’s money income. All 

bundles on or below the budget line constitute the budget set of the consumer. 

Difference between Budget Set and Budget Line 

Budget Set Budget Line 

1. It includes all combination of two 

goods which cost equal or less than 

consumer’s money income 

1. It includes those combinations which 

the consumer can purchase 

bynspending his entire income. 

2. Bundles lie either on the budget line 

or inside the budget line. 

2. Bundles lie on the budget line. 

3. It is expressed as : 

            P1X1 + P2X2 ≤ M 

3. It is expressed as : 

      P1X1 + P2X2 = M 

 

 


